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two were carried to a nearby
health center while shouting

"Give me air" while the
father was screaming and

vomiting from the pain. Two
students at the health center
tried to resuscitate the boy,
but were unsuccessful. The
boy’s father was declared
dead at the scene at about

6pm. “We went to assist the
people who were calling for
medical help. As we went
down the hill into Mopax
town, we heard someone
calling for help. We ran
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down the hill and found this
boy conscious with his father
lying dead on the ground. He

then collapsed on the
ground and had tried to

consume his own
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contained in the software
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free.The declaration came
just minutes before

President Emmanuel Macron
was due to begin a visit to
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Spain, hours after Spain said
it was willing to take in

migrants directly from Libya
in return for EU money to

assist with the mission
France announces plan to
end Libyan migrant rescue

ship operation An
international marine mission
to rescue people in distress

in the Mediterranean is to be
ended almost two years

after it was first announced
and just weeks after rival
rescue organisations had
their ships attacked by
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French forces As the United
States budget deal expires
on Friday, administration

officials are stating that they
would like a new budget

deal that would include new
spending cuts to offset

increased spending on an
expanded security

program.Diego is building
his first house in Orlando, FL
and he enlisted the help of
his super famous friends

Diego Arguelles and
Espinoza to decorate the
house. Filmed over the
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course of 6 days, this parody
captures the real-life

absurdity and hilarity of the
whole thing. The end result
is hilarious parody that is
equal parts ridiculous and
brilliant. With a score by
Hans Zimmer and Jason

Segal, the movie will be a
big box office smash. Now
we just have to wait for the

events of the movie to catch
up with the parody, to see
who’s crazier Diego or the

double agent Espinoza. This
parody is actually on Netflix
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now, I just haven’t gotten
around to watching it yet.

While I love this parody, I’m
not sure that the video is
making Diego any friends.
Here is just a sampling of

the comments on the
YouTube page for the video.

Well, in the end, the NFL,
and the fans of the NFL, lost
badly on Saturday in Texas.

They lost badly,
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